Magic effects are constantly astounding: coins materialising out
of thin air, cards moving through a deck as if pulled by an invisible
force, beautiful women sawn in half, fish, elephants, even the Statue
of Liberty disappearing in a flash of light. But how do they work?
Is it really possible to read a person's mind, or bend a spoon with
the power of thought? lll There is no point in asking a conjuror.
Whenjoining an organisation of professional magicians, the initiate
may be asked to take an oath: 'As a magician, I promise never to
reveal the secret of any illusion to a non-magician..." !!IMany of
these secrets, however, have been let out of the magician's proverbial
bag of tricks. There have been numerous articles, books and
programmes algout how they work the mechanics of magic.
But why they work
what goes on in the spectator's brain
to allow us to believe that we've seen something inexplicable
is more fascinating still and is only now beginning to be
understood. $ There is much that science can learn from magic,
as husband and wife neuroscientists, Stephen Macknik and Susana
Martinez-Conde realised when they visited the capital of magic,
las vegas, in 2005. "It hit us that these tricksters were like scientists
from Bizarro World
doppelgiingers who had outpaced us real
scientists in their understanding of attention and awareness and had
flrppantly applied it to the arts of entertainment, pickpocketing,
mentalism and bamboozlement," they said. "Magicians basically do
cognitive science experiments for audiences all night long, and may
be even more effective than scientists are in the lab." U As Macknik
and Martinez-Conde discovered, tricks work because humans have
a hardwired process of attention and awareness that is hackable.
"By understanding how magicians hack our brains, we can better
understand how the same cognitive tricks are at work in advertising
strategy, business negotiations and all varieties of interpersonal
relations," they said. "When we can understand how magic works
in the minds of the magician's audience, we will have unveiled
the neural bases of consciousness itself: J So, let the show begrn.
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The magician asks an audiencrc
I
I member to "pick a car4 any card"
| from a deck0l The audiencrc
I member does so, memorises
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magician turns it bad( over, puts it
in the middle of the pack O3 and
snaps his fingers again When he
turns overthe top cardO2 it is,
once again, the ciosen card
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shuffles until they can do them

Playing cards are remarkable in
that they are stiff, yet very thin
They fit inside the palm of the
hand and can be easily hidden.

without thinking.
In this hick the magician uses
the double lift
a key feature in
- routines.
Ambitious Card
He furns
over tnro cards on the top of the
deck while making it look as if he
is flipping only one.
Assume, for instance, that the

They can be shuffled fanne4
flippe4 palme4 cut gnpped and
pocketed Magicians spend years
practising bogus cuts and false
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chosen card is the ace ofspades.
The magician fans the cards and
lets the volunteer put the ace in
the declc
As the magician closes the fan,
he puts one card on top of the ace
and zurreptitiously marks the spot,
called the breah with his little
finger. He makes a quick cut of the

THE TRICK
Thiswas made famous by Uri
Geller, the Israeli magtc zuperstar
of the early 1970s. The magician
holds three spoons. He givesone
to an audience memberand asks
them to put the spoon to their
forehead and to reportwhen it
starts feeting wanrr. The magician
holds the othertwo sprxlns in his
hand and strokes or shakes them
until they wilt He holds up the
bent spoons forall to see While
doing so, he retrieves the third
spoo& holds it in both hands, and
concentrates until the neck is bent
to a 90'-degree angle.

THE SECRET
The spoons are bent before the
illusion is created While the
audisrce is concentrating on the
volunteer, the magician uses simple
fore to M &e other spoons out
of sight He M the two spoons
betnteen hb rightthumb and
forefingerso th:tthe bends of the
ryooos hrhearh otherknee to
knee 0L hqears that he is
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cards so that the ace is now the
second card from the top. He then

double lifts so that the ace is face
uO on top. He double flips the
cards face down again, puts the top
card (whidr is notthe ace) in the
middle of the padc so that when he
turns the new top card over agairl
the ace is rwealed once more.

shakes them, he allows the bent
spoons to turn slowly between his

fingers so that the bends are in the
same directiorL and the bowls
eventually hang down He retrieves
the third spoon and, while the
audience are focusing on his other
hand, bends it against his leg, then
holds it up with onlythe stem
visible, concentrating on it until it,
too, is revealed as bent
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THE TRICK
The magician holds his right
hand high over his head and out
of thin air produces a shiny coin,
whidr he drops into a brass bucket
he's holding in his other hand with
a loud clink. He thrusts his right
hand in anotherdirection and
snatches another coin fromthe
air. Clink. Then another. Clink.
He bites it and says: "This one is
real," before dropping it into the

bucket Clink
He walks to the audience and
combing his fingers through a
man's hair, puUs out another coin
and tosses it into the bucket with
another satisfying clink
He removes a womart's glasses
and tips the lenses over the
bucket's lid Clink, clink He pulls
fiore out of someone's bag before
finally holding his hand up to his
face and coughing. Out falls yet
another coin that goes into the
bucket with the resl Clink

THE SECRET
The magician begins by palming
five coins in his right hand. His left
hand holds six more coins that are
pinned wittt his fingers againstthe
inside 'yall of the bucket

Sorne

oins wilt

drop from his

righthand and some from his left
(which ttre audience cannot see)
while he fakesthe action of tossing
a coinfrom his right han{ using
the flick{own motion to
recpncel the cpin

When the magician pretends to
toss the coins, we are predisposed
to see it as the same natural

tossing action that we perform
daily with coins, car keys, cooking
ingredients, etc.
The magician repeats the action
several times
and then, when
we think that we've guessed how
he's doing it, he swaps hands,
confounding our assumptions.
The magician is milking the
human instinct to find patterns
in the world and impose them
even when they are not there

-

HOW WE'RE FOOLED
The faked action engages our
mirrcrneunons, whidr help us to
understand the actions and
intentions of other people by

automatically mimicking the
actions of others and assuming
their intentions using our own

This is calledthe illusory

corelation effect

mind's "body".
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MIRROR NEURONS
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when amonkey picks up aball...
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A2 ...are also active when it
sees someone else pick it up

is delicately dipping his other

hand into his pockets, using his
fast-driving voice to keep attention
elsewhere.
A classic way to lift someone's
watctr is first to grab his wrist over

THE TRICK

thewatdfiand and squeee. This

The magician dares the audience
to catctr him pilfering a volunteer's
possessions on stage. Talking
non-stop, he produces, seemingly
out of nowhere, I p€tr, mobile
phong wallet, cash and the watdr
that he has removed from the
wrist of the astounded volunteer.

creates a lingering sensory after

THE SECRET

imagg rendering the toudr
neurons in the victim's skin and
spinal cord less sensitive to the
watch's removal.
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AFTER-IMAGE

This trick depends on the

magiciant ability to divert the
volunteer's and audience's
attention awayfrom his pickpocketing. He uses patter as a
distraction mechanism, telling the
volunteer one thing while doing
two others witr his hands. He
continuallytoudres him in various
plam. While the volunteer is
tryiq to keep traclq the magician

Talking and arm gestures
to dwert attention
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